
Eventpasshero, a cutting-edge event ticketing & management platform, is set to transform how
organizations across the nation plan, execute, and experience events. Designed with community-
focused organizations, Greek life, non-profits, and educational foundations in mind, Eventpasshero
combines innovative technology with a deep understanding of the unique challenges faced by these
groups.
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In an era where connection and community are more important than ever, Eventpasshero empowers
organizers with the tools needed to create memorable, impactful events. From seamless ticketing and
customized seating arrangements to comprehensive tracking and analytics, Eventpasshero ensures
every event is not just a gathering, but a landmark occasion.

Empowering Communities, One Event at a
Time

As a black-owned enterprise, Eventpasshero is
committed to supporting and uplifting
communities. The platform's intuitive design and
robust features simplify the event management
process, allowing organizers to focus on what
truly matters – creating meaningful experiences
that foster connection and growth.

"Eventpasshero was born out of a desire to see
organizations thrive in their efforts to bring
people together," says Craig, co-founder of
Eventpasshero and member of Omega Psi Phi.
"We've taken everything we know about the
complexities of event planning and distilled it into
a platform that's not only easy to use but also
deeply impactful."

Features Tailored to Organizer Needs

Eventpasshero stands out with features
specifically tailored to the needs of organizers:

Digital Ticketing: Streamline the ticketing
process with easy setup, sales tracking, and
instant access for attendees.
Flexible Seating Arrangements: Customize
seating to fit the event, whether it's a gala
dinner, conference, or seminar.
Member Accountability: Enable member-
based organizations to track individual
contributions to ticket sales and fundraising
efforts.
Transparent Reporting: Gain insights into
event performance with real-time analytics
and daily executive reports.
Low Fees & High Value: With competitive
pricing, more of the funds raised go directly
to supporting the organization's mission.

About Eventpasshero:

Eventpasshero is a leading event ticketing & management platform designed to simplify and enhance
the process of organizing events for community-focused organizations, Greek life, non-profits, and
educational foundations. With a commitment to innovation, ease of use, and community support,
Eventpasshero empowers organizers to create memorable, impactful events. For more information, visit
https://eventpasshero.com
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